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Play Your Best Golf Now
An in-depth history of the game of golf and the golf profession
covering a period of the mid 15th Century through 2015.

Golf
The perfect gift for any golfer looking to elevate their game.
The best players know that golf is a game of confidence, and
most important, concentration–the ability to focus and block
out distraction. The goal of achieving clear thought is also at
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the heart of And
Buddhist
teachings. In his highly original and
groundbreaking book, noted PGA coach and Buddhist
instructor, Dr. Joseph Parent, draws on this natural
connection and teaches golfers how to clear their minds,
achieve ultimate focus, and play in the moment for each shot.
Zen Golf presents a simple system for building “mental game
mastery.” Dr Parent’s unique PAR Approach (focusing on
Preparation, Action, and Response to Results) guides golfers
with specific techniques for each aspect of their games. In
chapters such as “How to Get From the Practice Tee to the
First Tee”, “You Produce What You Fear”, and “How to
Enjoy a Bad Round of Golf”, the author shares a personal
teaching regimen that has helped improve the games of
professionals and amateurs alike. By combining classic
insights and stories from Zen tradition, Zen Golf helps
eliminate the mental distractions that routinely cause poor
shots and loss of concentration, allowing golfers to feel in
“the zone” that professionals have learned to master. Clear,
concise, and enlightening, Zen Golf shows golfers how to
prepare for, execute, and equally important, respond the
results of any golf shot. A different approach to golf
instruction, this book shapes ancient philosophies into new
teachings.

Doctors of the Game
Golf in the Kingdom
Two of golf's most revolutionary teachers share a
personalized approach to accessing your peak performance.
"The VISION54 approach is far more than just pure golf
technique, it allows an individual to unlock their true potential
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by opening their
and believing anything is possible to
achieve." - David Leadbetter, David Leadbetter Golf Academy
Pia Nilsson and Lynn Marriott are Complete Game Coaches,
leaders of a new kind of golf instruction that focuses on more
than just the grip, the stance, and the swing. Their VISION54
method targets the complete golfer-the whole person-not just
the technical aspects of the game. Their coaching philosophy
focuses on possibilities, not limitations, with an end goal of
MY54-the idea that any golfer can reach their own
personalized version of peak performance, scoring nothing
but birdies on a par-72 course. Building on the core concepts
introduced in Every Shot Must Have a Purpose and the
strategic thinking in The Game Within the Game, Play Your
Best Golf Now takes the mystery out of the soft skills of golf
and shows golfers how to add these skills to their game for
peak performance. Players learn to master the 8 Essential
Playing Skills: 1. LEAVE YOUR MIND BEHIND and enter the
Play Box 2. DECIDE AND COMMIT to your shots 3. FIND
YOUR BALANCE both physically and mentally 4. FEEL
YOUR TEMPO on the course and dance to its rhythm 5.
TAME TENSION to improve your swing 6. BUILD
EMOTIONAL RESILIENCE 7. STORE MEMORIES and learn
from the past to make a better present 8. DROWN SELFTALK IN USEFUL THOUGHTS And the 2 Essential Practice
Skills: 1. SIMULATE GOLF on the practice range to maximize
your time and effort 2. INTEGRATE SKILLS and practice with
a plan These Essentials complement the technical anchors of
the game-the grip, the stance, the swing-and give players a
foundation for achieving their peak performance. MY54 is the
vision, and these are the building blocks for achieving a
higher level of play.

Golf and the Game of Leadership
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This memoirAnd
“reveals
the depth of [the author’s] love for golf,
fatherhood, and his ancestral home—the Sandhills of North
Carolina” (Curt Sampson). Named Golf Book of the Year by
the International Network of Golf, A Son of the Game is the
story of how acclaimed golf writer James Dodson, feeling
directionless at midlife, leaves his home in Maine to revisit
Pinehurst, North Carolina—where his father first taught him the
game that would shape his life. Once he arrives, the curative
power of the Sandhills region not only helps him find a new
career working for the local paper, but also reignites his
flagging passion for golf. And, perhaps more significantly, it
inspires him to try to pass along to his teenage son the same
sense of joy and contentment he has found in the game, and
to recall the many colorful and lifelong friends he has met on
the links. This wise memoir about finding new meaning
through an old sport is filled with anecdotes about the history
of the game and of Pinehurst, the home of American golf,
where many larger-than-life legends played some of their
greatest rounds. Dodson’s bestselling memoir Final Rounds
began in Pinehurst, and now he follows his journey of
discovery back to where his love of the game began—a love
that he hopes to make a family legacy.

The Inner Game of Golf
Net and Gross . . . Nassau . . . the Hawk . . . Amigo . . . the
Train Game . . . Second Ball . . . the Umbrella Game . . .
What does it all mean? Recreational golfers around the world
thrive on games within games as a way to enhance the golf
experience, level the playing field, and, most important, have
a lot more fun. Golf Digest’s Complete Book of Golf Betting
Games lays it all out—every game, every format, and every
variation—with a quick-reference glossary of every golf
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twosomes, threesomes, foursomes, or buddy trips with all the
side games, each section is simple to navigate, with helpful
strategy tips for each game and a set of clear-cut scorecard
instructions

Golf
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "Reilly pokes more holes
in Trump's claims than there are sand traps on all of his
courses combined. It is by turns amusing and alarming." -The New Yorker "Golf is the spine of this shocking, wildly
humorous book, but humanity is its flesh and spirit." -Chicago Sun-Times "Every one of Trump's most disgusting
qualities surfaces in golf." -- The Ringer An outrageous
indictment of Donald Trump's appalling behavior when it
comes to golf -- on and off the green -- and what it reveals
about his character. Donald Trump loves golf. He loves to
play it, buy it, build it, and operate it. He owns 14 courses
around the world and runs another five, all of which he insists
are the best on the planet. He also claims he's a 3 handicap,
almost never loses, and has won an astonishing 18 club
championships. How much of all that is true? Almost none of
it, acclaimed sportswriter Rick Reilly reveals in this unsparing
look at Trump in the world of golf. Based on Reilly's own
experiences with Trump as well as interviews with over 100
golf pros, amateurs, developers, and caddies, Commander in
Cheat is a startling and at times hilarious indictment of Trump
and his golf game. You'll learn how Trump cheats (sometimes
with the help of his caddies and Secret Service agents), lies
about his scores (the "Trump Bump"), tells whoppers about
the rank of his courses and their worth (declaring that every
one of them is worth $50 million), and tramples the etiquette
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(driving
greens doesn't help). Trump doesn't
brag so much, though, about the golf contractors he stiffs, the
course neighbors he intimidates, or the way his golf decisions
wind up infecting his political ones. For Trump, it's always
about winning. To do it, he uses the tricks he picked up from
the hustlers at the public course where he learned the game
as a college kid, and then polished as one of the most
bombastic businessmen of our time. As Reilly writes, "Golf is
like bicycle shorts. It reveals a lot about a man." Commander
in Cheat "paints a side-splitting portrait of a congenital
cheater" (Esquire), revealing all kinds of unsightly truths
Trump has been hiding.

Zen Golf
add later

A Game of Golf
Just as Michael Lewis’s Moneyball captured baseball at a
technological turning point, Brett Cyrgalis’s Golf’s Holy War
takes us inside golf’s clash between its beloved artistic
tradition and its analytic future. The world of golf is at a
crossroads. As technological innovations displace traditional
philosophies, the golfing community has splintered into two
deeply combative factions: the old-school teachers and
players who believe in feel, artistry, and imagination, and the
technical minded who want to remake the game around data.
In Golf’s Holy War, Brett Cyrgalis takes readers inside the
heated battle playing out from weekend hackers to PGA Tour
pros. At the Titleist Performance Institute in Oceanside,
California, golfers clad in full-body sensors target weaknesses
in their biomechanics, while others take part in mental
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exercises designed
test their brain’s psychological
resilience. Meanwhile, coaches like Michael Hebron purge
golfers of all technical information, tapping into the power of
intuitive physical learning by playing rudimentary games.
From historic St. Andrews to manicured Augusta,
experimental communes in California to corporatized
conferences in Orlando, William James to Ben Hogan to
theoretical physics, the factions of the spiritual and technical
push to redefine the boundaries of the game. And yet what
does it say that Tiger Woods has orchestrated one of the
greatest comebacks in sports history without the aid of a
formal coach? But Golf’s Holy War is more than just a book
about golf—it’s a story about modern life and how we are torn
between resisting and embracing the changes brought about
by the advancements of science and technology. It’s also an
exploration of historical legacies, the enriching bonds of
education, and the many interpretations of reality.

The Game of Golf
Whether you're a world-class palyer or a weekend enthusiast,
improving your golf game begins with your mind. You may be
amazed to discover what happens when you free yourself
from overthinking you shots and let your unconcious mind
play the game. Now acclaimed sports counselor Dr. Marlin
Mackenzie provides more than 30 situation-specific exercises
to help you deepen your awareness of your emotional and
intellectual barriers. You'll learn to capitalize on your inner
resources to play up to your potential.

The Game of Golf and the Art of Business
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Sand and Golf
Dr Bob Rotella is one of the hottest golfing performance
consultants in the world today. Unlike other performance
consultants, Rotella goes beyond the usual mental aspects of
the game and the reliance on specific techniques. In this
extraordinary book, and with his clients, he creates an
attitude and a mindset about all aspects of the golfer's game,
from mental preparation to competition. And, as some of the
world's greatest golfers will attest, the results are spectacular.
Filled with charming and insightful stories about golf and the
golfers Rotella works with, GOLF IS NOT A GAME OF
PERFECT will improve the game of even the most casual
weekend player.

Game of Privilege
A World Golf Hall of Fame inductee shares anecdotes from
his career, offers insight into the 2004 U.S. Ryder Cup team's
defeat, and presents a wealth of personal tips on how to
improve one's golf game. First serial, Golf Digest. 50,000 first
printing.

Golf
New York Times Bestseller From the archives of Golf
Channel comes the ultimate book on the sport—a must for
every fan—a comprehensive and engaging full-color
compendium of the best moments of the past 20 years, filled
with stories from top players, colorful insights from on-air
talent and celebrity viewers, essential lists and sidebars, and
stunning photographs of legendary golf courses around the
world. Foreword by Arnold Palmer. Over the past two
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interesting players, biggest technological advances, deepest
controversies, increased participation and viewership, and
unprecedented engagement between professionals and fans
in its history. Year by year, shot by shot around the globe,
Golf Channel has been there to cover it all. Now, for the first
time, the network that features more live golf coverage than
all others combined opens its archives and offers
unprecedented access to its top on-air talent. The result is a
dazzling illustrated digest that pays tribute to the sport and
the extraordinary players and events that have shaped it over
the course of a generation. The Golf Book includes: Stories
and anecdotes from on and off the course from famous
contributors, including Nick Faldo, Brandel Chamblee, Kelly
Tilghman, Rich Lerner, David Feherty, Johnny Miller, and
many others Up-close profiles of legendary players and upand-coming stars Features and photos on the best courses
Technological developments that are revolutionizing the
game Top 20 lists, unforgettable quotes, and sidebars
spotlighting amusing characters, bad lies, and stunning
scrambles and more. Engaging, instructive, and fun, The Golf
Book is an essential resource and keepsake sure to be
treasured by every golfer and fan.

A Son of the Game
America's first golf hero reminisces about the game and his
career, from his early years, to his upset 1913 U.S. Open
victory as an amateur, to his sentimental win at the 1931 U.S.
Amateur Championship at the Beverly Country Club in
Chicago. Along the way, he gives sage advice about the
game.
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Golf Digest's Ultimate Drill Book
Sand and Golf: How Terrain Shapes the Game explores what
makes golf, and golf course architecture, so special on sandy
terrain. Golf was born on sandy ground and the features of
the game are a direct product of that terrain. Fairways and
greens were derived from the naturally occurring areas of
short grass found among the coastal dunes of Scotland. The
original sand traps were areas of bare sand that can be found
scattered throughout any dune landscape. As the game
spread beyond the coastaldunes it took these features with it,
and while they have been incorporated into a variety of
landscapes they have always fit best on sandy ground. For
this reason each major expansion in golf has begun with new
courses on sandy ground. Even the best courses of the
modern era are products of sandy terrain. The reason golf
works so well on sandy ground is that it quite literally belongs
there. This book explores the unique features of sandy
ground that make it so suitable for golf, studying the
similarities and differences among sandy courses in a wide
variety of environments. The courses of Melbourne's
Sandbelt may not bear much resemblance to the fantastic
sandy courses of America's Great Plains, but they actually
have a great deal in common. The firm turf that is a product of
free draining soils, rugged bunkers carved directly into the
sandy soils, and a style of play suited to firm, often windy
sites. Golf on sandy sites is a game played as much along
the ground as through the air, and creative shotmaking is
required to deal with the challenges of sandy terrain. The
creativity required to succeed when golfing on sandy ground
is a big part of the enduring popularity of these courses and
the reason why people travel around the world to seek them
out. Golf on sandy terrain is something special because golf
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itself is a product
aspects of the relationship between sand and golf, from golf's
earliest days to the spread of the sport across the globe. Golf
and golf course architecture on sandy sites is explored in
every detail, using examples and illustrations from the best
sandy courses in the world.

Golf Digest's Complete Book of Golf Betting
Games
From the author of the bestselling Golf Is Not a Game of
Perfect comes a masterly illumination of golf's mental game.
When that book was published, Dr Bob Rotella made
accessible for the first time what he had learned from working
with the best golfers in the world. Dr Rotella follows up the
success of Golf Is Not a Game of Perfect with a book filled
with anecdotes and motivational instruction focusing on the
most important skill a golfer can have: the ability to think
confidently. Filled with inspirational stories about the great
players, great courses and great tournaments, Golf Is a
Game of Confidence encourages golfers, no matter what their
level, to reach new heights in their games and their lives.

The Pleasures of the Game
Golf
Thanks to The Complete Book of Golf Games, if you can't
make par, you can at least make a few bucks!

Golf
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Want to playAnd
better
in less time? Learn the secrets to an
effortless power golf swing with proven techniques from the
pros. Newly revise and updated. The Ultimate Game of Golf
is the perfect book from noted golf educator, performance
advisor, & master golf instructor, Bob Cisco. If you liked Ben
Hogan's, Five Fundamentals, its theory and great illustrations,
then you'll love, The Ultimate Game of Golf book. Easy to use
and follow, with 288 power packed pages of instructional key
theory with fifty proven, powerful drills and ninety illustrations.
Learn key discoveries in golf's three games: The Outer
Game: The Swing: Its key principle and common
denominator. What power is in the golf swing! The discovery
of swinging from your swing center, swinging in perfect
balance, the Mental Game. Find out what golf's missing link is
and why it's been holding you back in your mental approach.
The Scoring Game: How to be more confident and in control
in your shot-making. The importance of strategy and the
scoring game in golf: How to develop a sharp short game
from 100 yards and in, shave strokes off your game from
around the green every time. How to putt like the pros and
develop a consistent putting stroke that makes more putts for
you. What golfers are saying about this exciting new book -- I
believe Bob Cisco's, Ultimate Game of Golf book is excellent.
It covers all aspects of the game, including the mental side,
which more and more golfers are realizing is the KEY! Tony
Jacklin -- former US & British Open Champion Play better
golf, reach more of your potential, and enjoy your game more.
Buy The Ultimate Game of Golf now to unlock your true golf
potential and play better golf.

Golf is a Game of Confidence
A management consultant and golfing enthusiast
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confidence translate from from the golf course to the office,
taking the reader through eighteen "holes"--including
Visioning and Feedback. 25,000 first printing.

It's Only a Game
Commander in Cheat
Paying homage to the three hundred top male and female
players, this exciting, boldly illustrated guide to the top golfers
in the world includes coverage of Bobby Jones, Arnold
Palmer, Mildred Zaharias, Jack Nicklaus, Tiger Woods, Greg
Norman, Fuzzy Zoeller, Sam Snead, Tom Wason, and others.
Original.

Golf's Holy War
W. Timothy Gallwey's bestselling Inner Game books--with
over one million copies sold--have revolutionized the way we
think about sports. And now, after twenty years of applying
his Inner Game methods to the royal and ancient sport of
golf, Gallwey brings us this completely revised edition of his
classic The Inner Game of Golf, nearly half of which is new
material, published here for the first time. Even the masters of
the game, from the venerable Jack Nicklaus to the
wunderkind Tiger Woods, must battle their mental demons to
excel in the crucible of competition. How do they maintain
concentration under pressure? How do they avoid the mental
and physical tensions that can sabotage any shot, from the
simplest putt to a demanding drive? And how do they contend
with the nagging inner voice that says, "You haven't been
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on this shot?" Here, Gallwey provides specific ways for you to
improve the concentration and confidence that keep your
insecurities from hijacking your best instincts, your score, and
your enjoyment of the game. In addition to the specifics of
Inner chipping, Inner swinging, and Inner putting, Gallwey
explains why the art of "relaxed concentration" is the
fundamental skill for improving every aspect of your game. It
may seem like common sense nowadays to say that mental
approaches are as crucial as physical skills in a good game of
golf. But Gallwey was among the first to say it, and he is a
pioneer of the modern sports psychology movement. In The
Inner Game of Golf, now comprehensively updated, you will
find the kind of perceptive and articulate instruction that not
only will improve your swing, but, perhaps even more
important, will reacquaint you with the pure pleasure of the
game. From the Hardcover edition.

Golf
This groundbreaking history of African Americans and golf
explores the role of race, class, and public space in golf
course development, the stories of individual black golfers
during the age of segregation, the legal battle to integrate
public golf courses, and the little-known history of the United
Golfers Association (UGA)--a black golf tour that operated
from 1925 to 1975. Lane Demas charts how African
Americans nationwide organized social campaigns, filed
lawsuits, and went to jail in order to desegregate courses; he
also provides dramatic stories of golfers who boldly
confronted wider segregation more broadly in their local
communities. As national civil rights organizations debated
golf's symbolism and whether or not to pursue the game's
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own hands and helped shape its subculture, while UGA
participants forged one of the most durable black sporting
organizations in American history as they fought to join the
white Professional Golfers' Association (PGA). From George
F. Grant's invention of the golf tee in 1899 to the dominance
of superstar Tiger Woods in the 1990s, this revelatory and
comprehensive work challenges stereotypes and indeed the
fundamental story of race and golf in American culture.

Golf for Enlightenment
Golf is My Game
Profiles 275 past and present golfers, including Bobby Jones,
Arnold Palmer, Jack Nicklaus, and Tiger Woods, and
highlights the history and memorable moments of major
championships.

The Game of Golf and the Printed Word,
1566-1985
A detailed plan for conquering the FEAR that sabotages
swings and ruins psyches, from the pioneering psychologist
whose techniques have benefited Davis Love III, Justin
Leonard, and numerous other world-class golfers. As Jack
Nicklaus once observed, fear is the golfer’s greatest enemy,
inspiring Tiger Woods to "refuse" to give in to this debilitating
emotion. It can turn professionals into jelly and dominate the
games of most amateurs. It alters swing paths, causes “tapin” putts to go awry, and transforms a golfer from a brilliant
shot-maker on the practice range into an incompetent hack
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the tools to overcome it. That’s where Dr. Gio Valiante
comes in. A pioneering sports psychologist, Valiante has
studied the sources of an athlete’s fear, investigated the
physiological and neurological impact of fear on performance,
and, most important of all, developed a groundbreaking
program for conquering it. With Valiante's help and by
applying Fearless Golf, Justin Leonard went from three
consecutive missed cuts to three consecutive top tens, and
Chad Campbell recently moved from 98th in the world to 7th.
Davis Love III went from zero wins in 2002 to four wins in
2003, and Chris DiMarco made the 2004 Ryder Cup Team.
Emphasizing the need to replace a fixation-on-results with a
commitment to mastery of one’s body and one's mind,
Valiante’s approach will not only help golfers reach their true
potential, it will make playing every round fun again. Through
concrete confidence and mastery drills, he presents specific
ways readers can break free of fear’s grasp and perform at
their best—even under the most extreme pressure. With
detailed quotes and anecdotes given exclusively to Dr.
Valiante from the best players in the game—including Jack
Nicklaus, Ernie Els, and other tour professionals, Fearless
Golf is the ultimate guide to the mental game, the hottest
topic in golf today.

How to Play Your Best Golf All the Time
Mark Twain once described golf as a good walk spoiled. Most
golfers have had a round (or two) where these words rang
especially true. That is because golf is a game where failure
is unavoidable. Every shot, every lie, is a unique event
involving a multitude of intricate variables, any of which can
cause a shot to go awry. But fear not help is here! Former
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profession golfer
Glanville shares the knowledge he has
gained from more than half a century of playing and teaching
golf. In Golf: The Game of Lessening Failures, he teaches
golfers to eliminate their golfing failures, one swing at a time.
He dispenses his wit and wisdom through sixteen chapters
that touch upon nearly every aspect of the game, including
the equipment, the terminology, the etiquette, and the origins
of the PGA. Through it all, readers learn to improve their
game physically and mentally, as well as by using a set of
clubs that will help them get the most out of every swing. The
course awaits.

Forbidden Fairways
The author shows how the skills managers use in business
can be applied to golf, teaching readers how to set goals and
attain them, shed bad golf habits, and more

Golf is Not a Game of Perfect
In 1956, a casual bet between two millionaires eventually
pitted two of the greatest golfers of the era -- Byron Nelson
and Ben Hogan -- against top amateurs Harvie Ward and Ken
Venturi. The year: 1956. Decades have passed since Eddie
Lowery came to fame as the ten-year-old caddie to U.S.
Open Champion Francis Ouimet. Now a wealthy car dealer
and avid supporter of amateur golf, Lowery has just made a
bet with fellow millionaire George Coleman. Lowery claims
that two of his employees, amateur golfers Harvie Ward and
Ken Venturi, cannot be beaten in a best-ball match, and
challenges Coleman to bring any two golfers of his choice to
the course at 10 a.m. the next day to settle the issue.
Coleman accepts the challenge and shows up with his own
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greatest living professionals, with fourteen major
championships between them. In Mark Frost's peerless
hands, complete with the recollections of all the participants,
the story of this immortal foursome and the game they played
that day-legendarily known in golf circles as the greatest
private match ever played-comes to life with powerful,
emotional impact and edge-of-your-seat suspense.

The Guru of Golf
While to some chasing a small white ball across a vast field of
grass may seem pointless, the game of golf has, for
centuries, drawn everyone from the poor working class to the
upper crust of society. There is something enchanting about
the experience of golf that sets it apart from other sports. In
this collection of 18 short stories, The Guru of Golf celebrates
perhaps one of the most widely popular of athletic pursuits.
Thomas Moore shows us how golf can be a perfect metaphor
for life itself—endlessly mysterious, joyful, and captivating, yet
at times unbearable. From the tee to the green, he intertwines
modern and classical tales that illustrate the challenges
players face—on and off the course. A game rife with strict
rules on etiquette and both physically and mentally taxing,
golf tests the body, mind, and spirit. Humorous and insightful,
The Guru of Golf captures the range of emotions associated
with its players’ ardent determination; searches for meaning
behind quiet, solitary moments; and reveals the struggles that
try our patience, as well as the victories that make the
game—and life—worthwhile.

The Match
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Deepak Chopra
the delights—and
frustrations—of golf, and he is passionate about the game.
Confronted by the wild ups and downs of his own play, he
consulted with golf professionals and developed a new
approach to the game that any golfer can follow—from the
novice to the expert. The results can be measured not only in
increased enjoyment and skill, but also in greater wisdom
about life beyond the 18th hole. Chopra’s own game has
improved dramatically since incorporating the elements of his
program. Instead of focusing on the mechanics of a “perfect”
swing, Chopra reveals how golf can be mastered through
mindfulness, a form of awareness that combines sharp focus
and relaxation at the same time. Expanded awareness, he
tells us, can accomplish much more than external mechanics
to improve one’s game. But Golf for Enlightenment is also an
engrossing story about Adam, an Everyman who is playing a
terrible round of golf when he meets a mysterious young
teaching pro named Leela. In seven short but profound
lessons detailing spiritual strategies, she teaches Adam the
essence of a game that has much to explain about life itself.
Chopra has spent the last year taking the unique message in
Golf for Enlightenment nationwide, teaching the essential
tenets of his program at lectures and seminars to golfers
everywhere. His message continues to help players turn an
obsession into a positive life path.

The Complete Book of Golf Games
Bobby Jones' story of his life in golf, with his advice on
improving one's game. Instructions about striking the ball,
handling clubs, swings, etc.

The Ultimate Game of Golf
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The emergence of Tiger Woods on the international golf
scene has brought the world's attention to the AfricanAmerican experience in golf. But before Tiger, names like Ted
Rhodes, Bill Spiller, Ann Gregory, and so many others
remained in relative obscurity without being given the chance
to compete. "Forbidden Fairways" is not just a history of the
African Americans who have been playing golf for over two
hundred years, but a tribute to them as well. From the
unnamed South Carolina enslaved young man who first
dared to hit a golf ball when his master wasn't looking? to
another young man named Tiger who dared to win the
Masters while the whole world watched. It's a sad story in
places, uplifting in others. It's about cruelty, but it's also about
courage. It's about pettiness, but it's also about perseverance.
It's about golf, but it's about life, too. Descriptive and intuitive,
"Forbidden Fairways" will let you in on the real story. Included
in this edition is a new Introduction by Sinnette, as well as
remarks he delivered at the African American Golf History
Symposium at the United States Gold Association Museum in
Far Hills, New Jersey entitled "What the Public Thinks Counts: Moss Hyles Kendrix and the Promotion of African
American Golf."

The Golf Book
Demonstrates exercises designed to address a range of
common golf challenges, enabling novice players to avoid
developing bad habits and more experienced golfers to
overcome established aspects of their swings, grips, and
stances.

The Golfer's Game Book
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Fearless Golf
Tommy Armour's classic How to Play Your Best Golf All the
Time provides timeless golf instruction on the following
subjects: * How to learn your best golf * What can your best
golf be? * Taking you to the lesson tee * How your clubs can
help you * The grip holds your swing together * How to get
ready to swing * Footwork, the foundation of best golf * The
art of hitting with the hands * The waggle, preliminary swing in
miniature * The pause that means good timing * Assembling
your game in good order * Saving strokes with simple
approach shots * The fascinating, frustrating philosophy of
putting * The simple routine of an orderly golf shot These
classic bits of advice are accompanied by over four dozen
two-color illustrations.

Playing the Great Game of Golf
A spiritual journey, a lush travelogue, a parable of sports and
philosophy—John Updike called this unique novel “a golf
classic if any exists in our day.” When an American traveler
on his way to India stops to play a round on one of the most
beautiful and legendary golf courses in Scotland, he doesn’t
know that his game—and his life—are about to change forever.
He is introduced to Shivas Irons, a mysterious golf pro whose
sublime insights stick with him long after the eighteenth hole.
From the first swing of the Scotsman’s club, he realizes he is
in for a most extraordinary day. By turns comic, existential,
and semiautobiographical, Michael Murphy’s tale traces the
arc of twenty-four hours, from a round of golf on the Links of
Burningbush to a night fueled by whiskey, wisdom, and
wandering—even a sighting of Seamus MacDuff, the holy man
who haunts the hole they call Lucifer’s Rug. “Murphy’s book
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is going to alter
visions,” The New York Times Book
Review declared. More than an unforgettable approach to
one of the world’s most popular sports, Golf in the Kingdom
is a meditation on the power of a game to transform the self.

Snowflakes in the Sun
Often you hear golfers say, "I've got the game; it's something
psychological that's holding me back. I don't know what it is,
it's just psychological." Well, that "something psychological"
involves either: Thinking - concentration, visualization,
thoughts about the swing, etc. Feeling - confidence, pressure,
emotional control Or action - strategies, routines, practice
techniques, etc. When something goes wrong - or right - on
the golf course, the cause is going to be found in one of these
three areas. In Golf: The Mental Game, Tom Dorsel looks at
more than sixty-five issues that can impact a golfer's success
and happiness. The book is divided into five sections: Section
one presents the basics: getting started right, using the clubs
correctly, and scoring. Section two is about thinking clearly:
concentrating, what to think about, eliminating negative
thoughts, keys to developing a great swing, and visualizing
doing it right. Section three is about controlling emotions:
building confidence, sharpening mental toughness, making
your personality work for you (not against you), relieving
stress through talking to yourself, handling pressure, and
preventing choking. Section four is about effective action:
practicing your skills, warming up, playing the game, and
improving your game through setting goals. Section five is
about the mental mysteries of golf: slumps, the effect of your
good moments and bad, the mental gymnastics of putting,
and collapses. Golf: The Mental Game is the culmination of
more than twenty-five years of writing about the psychological
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side of golf for
national
golf magazines such as Golf
Illustrated, Golf Digest, Golf Magazine, and Golfweek.
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